
failure, as well as for prevention of avoidance behaviors in
young girls.

This article was also presented at the 101st Annual Con-
vention of the American Psychological Association at Toron-
to, Ontario, Canada, August, 1993.
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The folk psychology of the winter experience in Antarctica
MARK A. CRAVALHo, Department of Family and Preventive Medicine, University of California, San Diego, La Jolla,

California 92093-0807

()
ne of the prominant features of the "microculture" that
characterizes the winter community of McMurdo is a

distinctive lexicon used to describe daily life there. Some of
the lexicon is richly figurative. For instance, American per-
sonnel in Antarctica often employ a term, "toast," to refer to
comportment and mentation resulting from distress experi-
enced during the winter. This metaphor was frequently
encountered during fieldwork conducted in McMurdo in late
winter 1992.

The term "toast" is generally employed to denote a state
associated with exhaustion, insomnia, and irritability as a
result of spending the winter—"wintering-over"—in Antarcti-
ca. There is also a frequent association with the "antarctic
stare," the phenomenon of cognitive impairment or lack of
concentration considered to be one of the symptoms of the
"winter-over syndrome" (Strange and Youngman 1971). Indi-
viduals designated by fellow crew members as "toast" are fre-
quently described as "burnt out," tired, easily provoked,
humorless, and rarely engaged in social interaction. "Toast"
refers to a state which is understood to be both somatic and
affective, as well as social, but although these symptoms may
be experienced throughout the year in any environment, they
are defined by the crew as evidence of toast only when they
occur during the austral winter.

A number of observations about the metaphor's social
and psychological functions may be made. First, it spatially
and temporally bounds what in other contexts might be
regarded as pathological or antisocial behavior essential to a
person's character. It, thus, substitutes a minor category of
deviance for a major one. In this manner, it evades serious
stigmatization either of one's fellow crew members or one's
self. Second, related to this first function, it provides a means
of protecting one's performance from criticism when the
metaphor is strategically deployed as an excuse for one's less-

than-superlative performance. Reference to a crew member
being toasted late in the winter season is often used as a ratio-
nale for substandard performance. Third, although at least
one winter crew member argued that depression among the
crew was due to suggestion during predeployment lectures
that depressed mood was inevitable during the winter, in light
of empirical investigations of defense mechanisms, a contrary
interpretation might be made. Anticipation of hardship has
been found to be an effective defense against distress (Ezekiel
1968; Vaillant 1977, 1993). This suggests that knowledge of a
folk idiom of distress such as "toast" would shield one from
some of the distress likely to occur during the austral winter.
Fourth, the humor apparent in the use of the metaphor
makes light of the condition it marks. Humor is also regarded
as evidence of use of mature ego defense mechanisms. Final-
ly, the metaphor seems to mark and distance the winter per-
sonnel from the newcomers, as do other elements of the folk
lexicon. This kind of clique formation and maintenance is a
salient feature of social interaction at McMurdo (Palinkas
1989, pp. 240-241.)

This work was supported by National Science Founda-
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